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About This Game

A VR game where you use motion controllers to guide a hoop along wire pathways. Maneuver the hoop to the end of each
course while avoiding obstacles along the way. Use steady hands and precise timing to avoid letting the hoop touch any surfaces.

Players will face a series of challenging levels, each filled with unique pathways and a variety of colorful obstacles.
Built and designed for VR, Hoop Route takes full advantage of 360 degree room scale tracking with motion controllers.

Features

24 challenging levels.

Simple controls with just one button. Easy to pick up and play.

Intuitive game play revolves around spatial awareness.

Comfortable VR interactions with no artificial locomotion.

Play at your own pace. Take your time, or play for speed and try to achieve the fastest level times.

Appropriate for all ages.

Single player.
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Note:
This game requires a play space of at least 2m x 2m, and a play area with full 360 degree tracking.
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Publisher:
Neither One Games
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hoop city marathon route. prep hoops route 66. kaapsehoop route. hitchin hoop route. prep hoops route 66 shootout. samenloop
voor hoop route. prep hoops route 66 twitter. next hop router. samenloop voor hoop vollenhove route

the 2nd day of christmas this game wasent working anymore. (for real). In short, Gyromancer isn't rewarding at all. Everything
outside of the gameplay is generic as hell.
It started out very fun, a mashup of a bejeweled and a very simple rpg, but not too far into the game it introduces a mechanic
that ends up being so punishing that it sucked out all the fun.

The puzzles themselves are battles where you choose a monster with elemental affinities and rotate the pieces (in only one
direction, mind you) to create matches to build up to attacks on your enemy, the direction lock is already pretty punishing but
the game was fun enough at that point. After a few chapters, it introduces a penalty for "idle moves" when you dont create
matches that DRASTICALLY favors the enemy as punishment.
I tried to power through it, but despite my best efforts it just wasn't fun anymore.. Yncuje naise supder nerver gelegass
Na'Vi(zaebis) & Envuys(pidorasi) hui ghirenger & jonerted. I thought I was pretty good until the first boss laid me out a few
dozen times. There's more positioning and tactical strategy than the average 2D shooter. Rather than holding down a button or
frantic clicking it's more about timing when\/where you deploy your bots and use special abilities. The pace is moderate to fast.
The bosses provide a good challenge (judging by the first one).. Pretty decent!
A great start to your path in VR games!. If you don't care about achievements then I don't recommend you to buy this pack. If
you want some plus achievements then buy this buggy\/glitchy POS. I've played through all the 9 Drag Championships for the
1st place and I got the 3 achis, it was boring and pain in the butt. I would give this a "meh", but there are only positive and
negative buttons.. We need to make a new map

COD Devs: We have the GDP of a small country and enough creative force to rival mecha-shakesphere, lets make another
generic desert map

Graviteam: We have the money reserves of a high school in Siberia and a couple of Gopniks that like tanks. Lets make a unique
map with bridges, water, and all based on a real location. Oh, and lets throw in drones, because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it
why not.. just....so bad.
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Nice Timing Game. i Loved it since Farm Frenzy 2 Pizza Party. My wife and I just couldn't get into this game. I gave it 30
minutes, and it just seems really boring to us. That is just my opinion, and this seems like a game one might play on a touch
screen tablet or phone. I do not see this as a VR central game, but a phone port. Not bad in VR if you like those sort of games. I
just expected something more than that from all the positive reviews.. Bought this while on sale, and it's a fun well built game...
Awesome soundtrack and superpowers that make you feel like a badass... However, in it's current state I dont feel it's worth the
$20, so wait for a sale or some more added content!. a masterpeice, and should be worshipped like a message from the gods.
5.5\/10. A beautiful and unique take on the managment sim genre.

With the things I learned from Terroir, I feel like crushing some grapes.... great game and i love reading the discussions which
go along the lines of:

"omg why did u not include random massacre of random place which killed 200 billion people"

"vuvuzuela have bad economy xD"

"if u dont show what i want den bad gam!!1". Too much talking..... I mean the DLC for this game really sucks. I bought the
season pass thinking that without it I wouldn't be able to get the tuning specs that were going to be added. I now know that the
new specs come in a free update every month. Don't buy any of the DLC for this game unless you really like the cars and want
them. I only wanted the circuit spec camaro RS and that comes out tomorrow in the vintage update.. Really an amazing
experience and so many animals!
Would like VR support for linux too.. Really fun if you are a fan of MotoGP. I got it when it was 75% off, but would not
begrudge paying full price for it :)
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